ProxKey II Proximity Keyfob
™

The new, RF programmable ProxKey™ II Proximity
Keyfob incorporates proximity technology into a
device approximately the size of an automotive
key. Small and convenient, the ProxKey II keyfob is
always there when you need it, on your key ring.
Now OEMs, distributors, and dealers using HID's
Field Programmer's can ship custom encoded
keyfobs to their customers, from their own
inventory. Smaller order quantities, special
coding, even over-night delivery are now possible
with the ProxKey II keyfob and the HID Field
Programmer.
HID's advanced technology allows the ProxKey II
keyfob to be programmed with information
formatted for universal compatibility with all HID
proximity readers. Each ProxKey II keyfob is
provided with an external number for easy
identification and control.
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1346 Series

The RF programmable ProxKey II proximity keyfob
is another example of HID's commitment to
bringing advanced technology to the radio
frequency identification market.

Specifications

Features

Typical maximum* read range:
MiniProx™ reader
up to 2" (5 cm)
ThinLine II™ reader
up to 2" (5 cm)
ProxPro™ reader
up to 3" (7.5 cm)
NT MaxiProx™ reader up to 12" (30 cm)

Proven, reliable technology: The read range of
the ProxKey™ II keyfob is extremely consistent. It is
not affected by body shielding or variable
environmental conditions, even when close to
keys and coins.

Dimensions:
1.9" x 0.9" x 0.345" max.
(4.83 x 2.29 x 0.88 cm)

Small and convenient: Carry it with your keys in
your pocket or handbag.

Keyfob construction:
Ultrasonically welded, polycarbonate shell
Operating temperature:
-50° to 160° F (-45° to 70° C)

Cross-reference: A cross-reference list correlating
the external card number and the programmed
ID number is provided for easy system
administration. External numbering matching the
encoded numbers is available.
Security: The ProxKey II keyfob offers over 137
billion unique codes.

Weight:
0.26 oz. (7.4 gm)

Long life: ProxKey II keyfobs use a passive, nobattery design, allowing for an infinite number of
reads.

*Depending on local installation conditions.

Durability: The ProxKey II keyfob polycarbonate
package is very resistant to cracking or breaking.
Warranty:
ProxKey II proximity keyfobs are warranted against
defects in materials and workmanship for life from
date of shipment. (See complete warranty policy
for details.)
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Part number
Base Part No.: 1346
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Description:

125 kHz, RF Programmable,
Charcoal Gray, Customer Specified
ID Numbers, Key Ring Included

Options:

External Card Numbering

(Please see “How to Order" guide for a description of the
options and associated part numbers.)
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